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Abstract—In order to meet the growing demands for multimedia service access and release the pressure of the core network,
edge caching and device-to-device (D2D) communication have
been regarded as two promising techniques in next generation
mobile networks and beyond. However, most existing related
studies lack consideration of effective cooperation and adaptability to the dynamic network environments. In this paper, based on
the flexible trilateral cooperation among user equipment, edge
base stations and a cloud server, we propose a D2D-assisted
heterogeneous collaborative edge caching framework by jointly
optimizing the node selection and cache replacement in mobile
networks. We formulate the joint optimization problem as a
Markov decision process, and use a deep Q-learning network to
solve the long-term mixed integer linear programming problem.
We further design an attention-weighted federated deep reinforcement learning (AWFDRL) model that uses federated learning to improve the training efficiency of the Q-learning network
by considering the limited computing and storage capacity, and
incorporates an attention mechanism to optimize the aggregation
weights to avoid the imbalance of local model quality. We prove
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the convergence of the corresponding algorithm, and present
simulation results to show the effectiveness of the proposed
AWFDRL framework in reducing average delay of content access,
improving hit rate and offloading traffic.
Index Terms—Edge caching, device to device, attentionweighted federated learning, deep reinforcement learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Currently, the wide utilization of Internet of Things (IoT)
has brought rocket-increasing service requirements for existing
mobile networks (i.e., 4G), which results in the rapid growth
of mobile data traffic [1], [2]. Advances in sensing and
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques have enabled innovative
intelligent applications for improving people’s daily life [3].
However, these applications are highly dependent on the computation, storage and communication resources [4]. The low
latency for content access and diverse application requirements
may not be satisfied if the contents are fetched from remote
data centers (e.g., cloud server). To address these issues, it
is necessary to introduce advanced networking architectures
and new data transmission techniques towards next generation
mobile networks and beyond (i.e., 5G/B5G). Particularly,
mobile edge caching (MEC) has been regarded as a promising
technique to relieve the burden of backhaul traffic for network
operators [5]. In the MEC system, popular contents can be
cached in proximity to the edges of networks, e.g. base stations
(BSs) and user equipment (UE) (or mobile devices)1 , which
reduces massive duplicated traffic of content deliveries via
backhaul networks and shortens the transmission delay. Meanwhile, by combining device to device (D2D) communications
[6], the network performances on traffic offloading and delay
reduction can be further improved.
In terms of MEC, two key issues, i.e., node selection and
cache replacement, need to be properly investigated. Particularly, when UEs generate content requests, we should first
decide which nodes (i.e., UEs, BSs or the cloud server) are
responsible for their requests and how to fetch the contents [7].
Then we should consider to design a proper cache replacement
framework to adapt to the dynamic network environments [8].
Most existing caching systems rely on such rule-based cache
1 In this paper, we use the terms mobile device and user equipment
interchangeably.

replacement schemes as First In First Out (FIFO) [9], Least
Recently Used (LRU), Least Frequently Used (LFU), or their
variants [10]–[12]. Meanwhile, to tackle the cache replacement
problem, some learning techniques have been employed such
as long short-term memory (LSTM) [13] and reinforcement
learning methods [14] like deep Q-learning network (DQN)
[15] [16]. However, most of them are in lack of effective cooperation and adaptability to the dynamic network environments.
Moreover, some existing learning-based methods require users
to send their personal data to the central server, which may
cause serious issues of user privacy and security. Indeed, even
transmitting the anonymous data can still put user privacy at
risk, considering that the attackers can recover the anonymous
information by comparing it with other data [17]. Federated
learning (FL) is a promising technique to address this issue2 .
Thus, in this paper, we are motivated to exploit the framework design of heterogeneous collaborative edge caching by
jointly optimizing the node selection and cache replacement
in D2D assisted mobile networks, and consider the flexible
trilateral collaboration among UEs, BSs and the cloud server.
We formulate the joint optimization problem as a Markov
decision process (MDP), and propose an attention-weighted
federated deep reinforcement learning (AWFDRL) framework
to address the problem. Particularly, it uses DQN to address
the formulated long-term mixed integer linear programming
(LT-MILP) problem [19], and employs FL to improve the
training process by considering the limited computing capacity
as well as the user privacy. Most importantly, we employ an
attention mechanism [20] to control the model weights in the
FL aggregation step, which can address the imbalance issue of
local model quality. It distributes different aggregation weights
to different quality models. There are many factors that can
affect the attention weights and model quality. We divide them
into three categories as: 1) user-related factors such as user
preference and personal habit; 2) device-related factors such
as CPU capacity and RAM size which may effect the training
batch size and replay memory size; 3) model-related factors
such as model staleness and performance loss which can be
calculated during the training process. The main contributions
of this paper can be summarized as:
•

•

We investigate the issue of D2D assisted heterogeneous
collaborative edge caching in mobile networks. Particularly, we model the whole edge caching process by
formulating an LT-MILP problem, and use the DQN
model to control the decision process of joint node
selection and cache replacement dynamically based on
the network state and historical information.
We propose the AWDFRL framework, an improved FL
framework which can train the DQN model in a distributed manner through keeping the data in the local

2 Privacy is a potential advantage of FL as it transmits the local model
information (like model parameters) rather than the source data. These
parameters do not contain privacy information of the raw training data, and
the updates of the global model can be executed without transmitting the
metadata over the complex network [18]. However, privacy is not the focus
of this paper.

UEs and address the issue of model aggregation among
heterogeneous UEs. Most importantly, we employ an
attention mechanism to control the model weights in
the FL aggregation step, which can solve the imbalance
problem of local model quality. In addition, we derive the
expectation convergence of AWFDRL.
• Simulation results show that compared with existing
methods, the proposed AWFDRL framework can effectively reduce average delay, improve hit rate, and offload
traffic. Moreover, it also outperforms the existing FL
framework in term of average reward.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec.
II summarizes the related work. We introduce the system
model in Sec. III, and formulate the problem in Sec. IV. We
propose the AWFDRL framework and provide the convergence
analysis in Sec. V. Simulation results are provided in Sec. VI.
Finally, Sec. VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
FL is a promising method to train the neural network parameters while keeping the training data in the local devices [21].
There are several studies focusing on FL for edge computing.
For instance, in [22], FL and DQN were used to address the
issue of the computation task offloading. The study in [23]
used a FL model to optimize the content caching problem. In
[24], the FL model and DQN model were combined to solve
the problem of joint computing, caching and communication in
Edge-AI. However, there still exists an important issue in these
models, i.e., aggregation efficiency. Particularly, these models
only considered simple average aggregation of local model
parameters, which was not effective since different devices
might have different model performances. Besides, since some
local devices might train an abnormal model, giving these
models with the same aggregation weight would cause serious
bias to the global model.
Moreover, there are also some studies about asynchronous
FL in recent years. In [25], the authors generalized a normal
FL method by allowing the episode to vary according to
the characteristics of the network, which can improve the
robustness of the FL. Also, considering the user-related factors
such as user privacy, transmission delay and network status,
the studies in [26], [27] adopted a differentially private asynchronous FL scheme to address the security issue. In [28],
[29], model-related factors like staleness were considered to
optimize the system design and training process of FL. The
study in [30] showed that the parameters in the shallow and
deep layers in the models could be updated asynchronously
in order to decrease the amount of data to be transmitted
between the server and clients. The blockchain technique was
considered in [31] to improve the secure data sharing in FL.
Meanwhile, the study in [32] proposed the asynchronous FL
with dual-weight correction. Particularly, the dual weights
were calculated based on the device-related factors like data
size and model-related factors like parameter weights, and
using this model could better adjust to the unrestricted characteristics of edge nodes.

TABLE I
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the network architecture of D2D assisted heterogeneous
collaborative edge caching.

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we introduce the system modeling of D2D
assisted heterogeneous collaborative edge caching. Particularly, we introduce the corresponding network architecture
in Sec. III-A. Sec. III-B models the content popularity and
user preferences. Sec. III-C and Sec. III-D introduce the D2D
sharing pattern, and the content transmission and delay model,
respectively. Some key modeling parameters and notations are
summarized in Table I.

A. Network Architecture
An illustration of the network architecture of D2D assisted
heterogeneous collaborative edge caching is shown in Fig. 1,
which includes three types of heterogeneous cache nodes, i.e.,
the cloud server, BSs and UEs. In the considered network,
there are F = {1, 2, ..., F} popular contents in total that users
may access, and their sizes are denoted by (sf )1×F . Let U =
{1, 2, ..., U } denote the index set of UEs, and each UE is
equipped with a cache of limited storage cu . To simplify the
model, we consider the cooperation case of two neighboring
BSs in the network: the local BS (denoted by BSs ) serving the
UEs, and a neighboring BS (denoted by BSn ) which is close to
and connected with BSs . Particularly, both BSs are equipped
with a cache of limited storage cb , and BSn can deliver the
cached contents to BSs through optical cables. We assume
that the cache size of the cloud server is sufficiently large so
that it can cache all the contents in the F. The cloud server
connects with all the BSs via the backhaul links. For each UE,
we denote xu,f = 1 if UE u has content f in its cache list;
otherwise, xu,f = 0. If content f is cached in BSs or BSn ,
we denote xs,f = 1 or xn,f = 1, respectively; otherwise, we
denote xs,f = 0 or xn,f = 0. Denote Xu , Xs , Xn as the cache
states of UE u, BSs and BSn , respectively.

Notation
F, F
U, U
sf
BSs
BSn
cu
cb
Xu , Xs , Xn
Ω
pfu , ~p
Ru
Reqt
D
B
ru,t
, ru,t
, rCo , rC
D
B
Co
C
dL
u,t , du,t , du,t , du,t , du,t
BD , BB
L, µ, σu , G
ηt
Γ
F, Fu
wu
Ku
fu , mu
M
Mu , Mu
θtu , Θt
sut
aut
π
f
βu,t
gtD , gtB

Definition
Total number and set of contents
Number and set of UEs
Size of content f
Local BS
Neighboring BS
Cache size of UEs
Cache size of BSs
Cache state
Content popularity
Preference of user u for content f
D2D communication rate of user u
Request state as time t
Data rate between different link
Transmission delay
Bandwidth between UE and nodes
Variables introduced by assumptions
Learning rate
Term to quantify the aggregation operation
Loss function of global model and local model
Attention weight during aggregation phase
Evaluation indicators
Mini-batch from replay memory buffer and its size
Replay memory buffer of u and its size
Local model parameter and global model parameter
The state of UE u at time t
The action of UE u at time t
Cache policy
Indicator on that UE u fetches content f from node v
Transmit power between UE and other UE, BS

B. Content Popularity and User Preference Model
1) Content Popularity: Generally, the content popularity is
modeled as the MZipf distribution [33]
(Of + τ )−β
, ∀f ∈ F,
−β
i∈F (Oi + τ )

ωf = P

(1)

where Of , τ ≥ 0, and β denote the rank of content f in
the descending order of content popularity, plateau factor, and
skewness factor, respectively. Denote Ω = (ωf )1×F . Besides,
we assume that the content popularity changes slowly during
a relatively long period.
2) User Preference: Denote pfu as the probability that UE
u prefers to access content f , which can be expressed as
pfu =

Ru,f
, ∀u ∈ U, ∀f ∈ F,
Ru

(2)

where Ru,f denotes the number of requests for content f from
UE u, and Ru denotes the total number of content requests
from
P UEf u during the considered time period. Particularly,
f ∈F pu = 1 for ∀u ∈ U holds.
C. D2D Sharing Pattern
We model the D2D sharing pattern mainly based on the
physical domain and social domain as shown in Fig. 2. The
details of these domains are discussed as below.
1) Physical Domain: Due to the physical constraints such
as signal attenuation [34], only a subset of UEs that are
sufficiently close (e.g., with the detectable signal strength) can
be feasible relay candidates for UE u in order to establish

Fig. 2. Illustration of communication graph based on social domain and
physical domain.

Fig. 3. Illustration of content request path through different cache nodes.

D. Content Transmission and Delay Model
the corresponding D2D links. Thus, we introduce the physical
graph GP , {U, EP }, where U is the vertex set of all UEs
and EP , {(u, v) : epuv = 1, ∀u, v ∈ U} is the edge set. Here,
epuv = 1 holds if and only if UE v is a feasible relay for UE
u; otherwise, we set epuv = 0.
2) Social Domain: Intuitively, considering the selfish nature
of human beings, mobile users with stronger social relationship
are more willing to share their own content directly. This
phenomenon is called social trust [35]. Based on this, we
introduce the social graph GS which also contains the vertex
set U and edge set ES . Here, the edge set is given by
ES , {(u, v) : esuv = 1, ∀u, v ∈ U}. When two users have
close social relationship such as friends and family members,
we set esuv = 1; otherwise, we set esuv = 0. We can get this
relationship from the social network, and assume that UE u
can communicate with UE v only when esuv = 1.
3) Communication Graph: Based on the physical graph and
the social graph, we can get the communication graph GC ,
{U, EC }, where EC , {(u, v) : ecuv = 1, ∀u, v ∈ U} is the
edge set and we calculate ecuv = epuv ·esuv . Particularly, ecuv = 1
holds if and only if there is a path (the length of which is less
than a threshold l) between UE u and and UE v in the physical
graph as well as the social graph.
4) D2D Sharing Probability: We use tanimoto coefficients
[36] among different users to measure the D2D sharing
probability. Based on the user preference, we can calculate
the tanimoto coefficient between UE u and UE v as
tan
ruv
=

~pu · ~pv
, ∀u, v ∈ U,
||~pu ||2 + ||~pv ||2 − ~pu · ~pv

(3)

tan
where ~pu = (pfu )1×F , ∀u ∈ U. We define ruu
= 0 for
tan
the pair (u, u). After getting the ruv , we calculate the D2D
tan c
sharing probability between u and v as Ruv = ruv
euv , and
1×U
denote Ru = (Ruv )
. Finally, we normalize Ru by setting
P Ruv
Ruv → Ruv , u ∈ U, ∀v ∈ U.
v∈U

There are several ways to fetch contents as shown in Fig.
3. The concept of time slots is used to divide the considered
time period into T episodes of δ (in seconds), denoted by
T = {1, 2, . . . , T }. For each time slot t ∈ T , UE u will send
a request ru,t to access a content (say content fu,t ), and we
denote Reqt = {r1,t , r2,t , ..., rU,t } to describe the request state
at time t. Each way to fetch contents is shown as follows:
• Case 1: If the content requested by UE u is cached in
its cache list, then the content can be satisfied locally. As
a result, the corresponding delay of fetching the content,
denoted by dL
u,t , can be regarded as zero.
• Case 2: If the request cannot be satisfied through the
local cache list, UE u can seek help from surrounding
users that can establish direct D2D links. According to
[6], the corresponding transmission rate can be calculated
2
D
D
D
= B D log(1 + gtD |hD
as ru,t
u,t | ), where B , gt , and
D
hu,t denote the corresponding channel bandwidth, transmit power, and a ratio function of the channel gain to
background noise power σb , respectively. Thus, the D2D
transmission delay for UE u to fetch the content through
D2D communication at time slot t can be calculated as
sfu,t
dD
D , where sfu,t is the size of content fu,t .
u,t = ru,t
• Case 3: UE u can also send the request to the local BS
(i.e., BSs ) for fetching the content. The corresponding
B
data rate can be calculated as ru,t
= B B log(1 +
B B 2
B
B
B
gt |hu,t | ), where B , gt , and hu,t denote the corresponding channel bandwidth, transmit power, and a ratio
function of the channel gain to background noise power
σb , respectively. The corresponding delay of fetching the
sfu,t
.
content can be calculated as dB
B
u,t = ru,t
• Case 4: The neighboring BSn is also a candidate node,
and UE u can fetch the content from BSn with some
additional delay if the content is in the cache list of Bn .
Suppose that the average data rate between the BSs is a
constant, denoted by rCo . The total delay of fetching the
content through BS cooperation can be calculated dCo
u,t =

sf

•

u,t
dB
u,t + rCo .
Case 5: Finally, if the request cannot be satisfied in the
above ways, BSs will forward the request to the cloud
and fetch the content with a long delay. Suppose that the
average data rate between BSs and the cloud server is a
constant, denoted by rC . The total delay of fetching the
content through the cloud can be calculated as dC
u,t =
sfu,t
.
dB
+
u,t
rC

D
B
Co
C
Note that dL
u,t < du,t < du,t < du,t < du,t generally holds in
practical systems [37].

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the joint problem of node
selection and cache replacement in a UE as a Markov decision
process (MDP). Particularly, the UE’s state and action are
introduced in Sec. IV-A and Sec. IV-B, respectively. Sec.
IV-C calculates the system reward. Finally in Sec. IV-D, the
objective of UEs is to find an optimal policy to optimize
the expected long-term reward which is defined as a value
function.

2) Content Fetch Gain: Since UE u can only be shared
with a content by another UE at one time slot, we introduce
an average queue delay dQ
u , which is directly proportional to
the corresponding served UEs. Then we define the content
fetch gain [37] as

L
ψe−du,t ,
Local Cache




−(dQ
+dD
)
u
u,t

,
D2D Communication
 ψe
B
2
Cu,t
=
ψe−du,t ,
Communication to Bs ,

Co


BS − BS Cooperation
 ψe−du,t ,


C
ψe−du,t ,
Cloud Service
(5)
where ψ is an introduced parameter, and the negative exponential function with respect to the delay is adopted to realize
the objective of minimizing the content fetch delay.
Thus, based on the above definitions, we calculate the
system reward as
1
2
C(sut , aut ) = λ1 Cu,t
+ λ2 Cu,t
, ∀u ∈ U, ∀t ∈ T ,

(6)

where λ1 + λ2 = 1, 0 ≤ λ1 , λ2 ≤ 1 are two introduced weight
factors.

A. UE State

D. Value Function

The state of UE u at time slot t can be described as
D
D
and Xu,t denote
, Xu,t , If ], where Ωt , ru,t
= [Ωt , ~pu , ru,t
the content popularity, D2D link rate and cache state at time
slot t, respectively. Besides, If is the indicator on which node
caches the requested content f .

We define the cache policy π as the mapping from the current state to a series of actions, e.g., π(a|sut ) is the possibility
of taking action a when the state is sut under the policy π,
and aut = maxa∈A π(a|sut ). The objective of UEs is to find
an optimal policy to optimize the expected long-term reward
(defined as a value function) [15], which can be expressed as

X
∞
t−1
u u
u
γ C(st , at )|s0 = s ,
(7)
V (s) = E

sut

B. UE Action
After receiving the state sut , UE u will decide where to
fetch the content through the above methods and which content
should be replaced in its cache list. The action of UE u at time
f
f
, Xfu,t ], where βu,v,t
is
slot t can be described as aut = [βu,v,t
the indicator that whether UE u obtains content f from node
v (e.g., other UEs, local or neighboring BSs, or the cloud
server), and Xfu,t denotes that whether content f is replaced
from the cache list of UE u.
C. System Reward
Our objective is to maximize the D2D sharing traffic while
minimizing the delay to fetch the content. Thus, two aspects
are taken into account to formulate the system reward function,
namely, the gain function of D2D sharing traffic and the cost
function of content access delay.
1) D2D Sharing Gain: For each pair of UEs, if UE u does
not have the content (i.e., xu,f = 0) and UE v does (i.e.,
xv,f = 1), UE u can get the requested content f from UE v
with the probability Ru,v . Thus, the content sharing gain via
D2D communication between UE u and UE v at time slot t
can be calculated as sfu,t Ru,v . Then the total D2D sharing
gain of UE u at time slot t can be calculated as
X
1
Cu,t
=
sfu,t Ru,v xv,f (1 − xu,f ), ∀u ∈ U, ∀t ∈ T . (4)
v∈U

t=0

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discounted factor. According to the
Bellman Equation [15], the value function in (7) can also be
expressed as


X
X
V (s) =
π(a|s) C(s, a) + γ
P r{s0 |(s, a)} · V (s0 ) ,
s0

a∈A

(8)
where a is the action we take at state s and s0 is the possible
state after we execute action a. Each UE is expected to learn an
optimal cache policy π ∗ ∈ Π. The D2D assisted heterogeneous
edge caching problem in terms of joint node selection and
cache replacement can be formulated to maximize the value
function as
max V (s)
π∈Π
P
s.t.
xu,f sf ≤ cu , ∀u ∈ U,
f ∈F

(9)

xu,f ∈ {0, 1}, ∀u ∈ U, ∀f ∈ F.
The above problem in (9) is a long-term mixed integer linear
programming (LT-MILP), which has been proven to be NPhard [38]. Particularly, if the numbers of UEs and contents
are large-scale in the system, the dimension of the state space
will be very high. To address this problem, traditional iterative
approaches [19] generally have extremely high computation

complexity, which will be a significant disadvantage limiting
their practical applications in caching systems. Therefore, it is
necessary to introduce intelligent learning-based methods in
the system.
V. F RAMEWORK D ESIGN OF AWFDRL
To address the above problem, we propose the AWFDRL
framework including three main phases, i.e., model release
phase, local DQN model training phase and weighted federated aggregation phase. Particularly, the details of the i-th
round training and the whole flow in the proposed AWFDRL
framework are introduced in Sec. V-A. Meanwhile, Sec. V-B
and Sec. V-C describe the details of the local training and
model aggregation process, respectively. Finally in Sec. V-D,
we derive the expectation convergence of the AWFDRL.
A. Whole Process
The whole process of the i-th round training in the proposed
AWFDRL framework is shown in Fig. 4.
1) Model release phase: In the model release phase, there
contains two steps which is the left part of round i in Fig.
4. In the step 1, UEs associate with the local BS and report
their state like whether they can participate in the training or
not. After receiving these information, the local BS executes
the model release step by sending the global model of the last
round to local agents.
2) Local training phase: In the local DQN model training
phase, each local agent receives the global model parameters
Θt from the local BS. Then each UE u starts to train its local
DQN model θtu according to the global model parameters and
its local data. The details of the training process are shown in
the Sec. V-B.
3) Aggregation phase: There are two steps in this phase
which is the right part of round i in Fig. 4. Firstly, after E
local training rounds, each UE collects its training evaluation
indicators (e.g., average reward, average loss, and hit rate)
during the training phase, and sends them to the local BS with
the local model parameter θtu which is step 4. Then, in step 5,
the BS calculates each agent’s aggregation weights based on
the training evaluation indicators. Particularly, we employ the
attention mechanism to provide different devices with different
aggregation weights. Then we aggregate different local DQN
parameters with the attention weights, instead of aggregating
them equally or calculating weights simply based on the data
size. The details of the aggregation process are discussed in
the Sec. V-C.
B. Local DQN Model Training
The local DQN model is utilized to evaluate the policies
based on the action-value function Q(sut , aut ). According to
the relationship between the value function and action-value
function, we have
X
Q(sut , aut ) = C(sut , aut ) + γ
P r{sut+1 |sut , aut }V (sut+1 ).
su
t+1 ∈S

(10)

Since Q(sut , aut ) cannot be directly obtained due to continuous action space, we apply deep neural network to approximate Q(sut , aut ) and update parameters by using the
history experience stored in replay memory buffer Mu . So
we have Q(sut , aut ; θtu ) ≈ Q(sut , aut ). The iterative formula of
Q function can be expressed as

Q(sut , aut ; θtu )

=

Q(sut , aut ; θtu )



+ α C(sut , aut )

cu )
+γ · maxaut+1 Q(sut+1 , aut+1 ; θ
t

−Q(sut , aut ; θtu ) ,

(11)

where α ∈ [0, 1) is an introduced parameter, θtu is a parameter
cu is a parameter of target network.
of evaluation network, and θ
t
Two networks are utilized to reduce the relevance between
action choosing and model training. We employ the gradient
descent (GD) method for updating the parameters. The loss
function of DQN model is expressed as
X
Fu (θtu ) =
(yi − Q(sui , aui ; θtu ))2 ,
(12)
u
f
(su
i ,ai )∈Mu

cu ), and M
fu
where yi = C(sui , aui )+γ maxaui+1 Q(sui+1 , aui+1 ; θ
t
u
is a mini-batch of Mu . Then the update of parameter θt can
be expressed as
u
θt+1
= θtu − ηt ∇(Fu (θtu )),

(13)

where ηt is a learning rate.
The whole process of the local DQN training is shown in
Algorithm 1 and Fig. 5. For a UE, it runs E episodes during
the local DQN training phase. In each episode, UE sends a
request ru,t . If the requested content is in the local cache list,
the request can be satisfied immediately, and this episode ends
(Lines 1-4). Otherwise, the UE collects the current state sut
(Label 1 in Fig. 5) and chooses an action aut based on the evaluation Q-Network (Labels 2-3). After executing the selected
action, the DQN agent can obtain the immediate reward and
new state (Lines 5-11). Then it constructs a transition Tt and
stores it into the replay memory buffer (Lines 12-13, Label
4-5). Finally, the DQN agent samples a random mini-batch of
transitions from Mu , and uses it to update the evaluation Qnetwork. The target Q̂ network will be updated by assigning
θtu to θbtu periodically (Lines 14-16, Labels 6-7). Besides, we
calculate the size of replay memory of UE u as Mu = |Mu |,
fu |, respectively.
and the mini-batch size of UE u as mu = |M
The computation complexity for UE u mainly includes two
parts: collecting transitions and back propagation. For UE u,
the complexity of collecting transitions is O(Mu ); and the
complexity of training parameters with back propagation and
gradient descent is O(abE mu ), where a and b denote the layer
number and the number of units in each layer, respectively.
Therefore, we can P
calculate the total computation
complexity

for all UEs as O
u∈U (Mu + abE mu ) .

Fig. 4. The whole process of the t-th round training in the proposed AWFDRL framework.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the local DQN Training Process.

C. Weighted Federated Aggregation
As a leading method in FL, Federated Averaging (FedAvg)
[18] performs gradient descent algorithm in parallel on a small
subset of the total devices, and then averages the sequences
only once in a while. It employs simple weight average
integration based on the data size of the distributed trained
model parameters. However, by considering the difference
among UEs’ computing capacity, data quality as well as the
model performance, it is not reasonable to integrate each local
model equally and we need to consider its weighted form
(i.e., weighted federated aggregation). In this model, we use
the reward C(sut , aut ) and some device-related indicators as
the measurement to evaluate the local model’s contribution to
the global model. The update process of weighted federated
aggregation is shown in Fig. 6.

Algorithm 1 Local DQN Model Training Process.
Iteration: (Training Process)
1: for episode t = 1 to E do
2:
UE u send a request ru,t for content f .
3:
if The cache state xu,f = 1 then
4:
End episode.
5:
else
6:
Receive the caching state
D
, Xu,t , If ].
sut = [Ωt , ~pu , ru,t
u
7:
Select action at = arg max Q(sut , aut ; θ ut ).
A
8:
Execute action aut .
9:
Obtain immediate reward ct = C(sut , aut ).
10:
Observe the new state sut+1 .
11:
Construct Tt = [sut , aut , ct , sut+1 ].
12:
Store the transition Tt into Mu .
fu from Mu .
13:
Randomly sample a mini-batch M
u
14:
Update evaluation Q network θt with ∇(Fu (θtu )).
15:
Update target Q̂ network parameter θbtu periodically.
16:
end if
17: end for

Problem formulation: The corresponding problem of
weighted federated aggregation can be formulated as


X
u
min F (Θt ) ,
wu Fu (θt ) ,
(14)
θ,p

u∈U

where wu is an introduced weight factor for UE u to measure
the contribution of local model to the global model. For UE
u, we calculate the weight wu with average reward, average

Fig. 6. The weighted federated aggregation process.

loss, training data, episode number, batch size as well as
hit rate.
• Average reward: The average reward C u for UE u is
calculated by averaging all the local reward C(sut , aut )
during E local updates.
• Average loss: Average loss Lu for each UE is calculated
by averaging the loss function Fu (θtu ) output during E
local training process.
• Training data size: Mu is the size of the replay memory,
for those devices which have more memory resources,
they can store more training data into the replay memory.
• Episode number: Different UEs may train different batch
numbers of local episodes (denoted by (Eu )1×U ) during
one local training step. Besides, each Eu is a multiple of
E.
• Batch size: mu is mini-batch size of u, for those which
have more computing capacity, they can train more data
during one local training process.
• Hit rate: The average hit rate hu during E time slots.
These above evaluation indicators can be described as
Ku = [C u , Lu , Mu , Eu , mu , hu ]. In our model, we employ the
attention mechanism which has received great success in some
fields such as natural language processing [39] and computer
vision [40]. Particularly, the evaluation indicator vector Ku and
the UE u’s local model parameters θtu are modeled as the key
and the value in the attention mechanism, respectively. The
target of our model is to get a more powerful agent who can
get more reward, less loss and higher hit rate, so we design
the query as

D. Convergence Analysis
Assumptions: We make the following assumptions on the
functions (Fu )1×U . Assumptions 1 and 2 are standard; typical
examples are the l2 -norm regularized linear regression. It can
also be used in neural network model. And Assumptions 3
and 4 have been made based on [41].
1) (Fu )1×U are all L-smooth: for all x1 and x2 , Fu (x1 ) ≤
Fu (x2 ) + (x1 − x2 )T ∇Fu (x2 ) + L2 ||x1 − x2 ||22 .
2) (Fu )1×U are all µ-strongly convex: for all x1 and x2 ,
Fu (x1 ) ≥ Fu (x2 ) + (x1 − x2 )T ∇Fu (x2 ) + µ2 ||x1 − x2 ||22 .
fu , the variance of stochastic gradi3) With mini-batch M
fu ) −
ents in each UE is bounded by E||∇Fu (θtu , M
u 2
2
∇Fu (θt )|| ≤ σu for u ∈ U.
4) The expected squared norm of stochastic gradients is
fu )||2 ≤ G2 , ∀u ∈
uniformly bounded by E||∇Fu (θtu , M
U, ∀t ∈ T .
Robustness of aggregation: We use F ∗ and Fu∗ to represent
the optimal value of F (Θt ) and Fu (θtu ), respectively. The
term Γ is used to quantify the effect of aggregation operation
as
X
1 X 2 2
wu σu .
(17)
Γ = F∗ −
wu Fu∗ +
6L
u∈U

u∈U

For those who have more computing capacity, experience
pool, training batch and better training data, the difference
between Fu∗ and F ∗ is theoretically less than other UEs, and
the variance of stochastic gradients σu2 is also smaller than
others. By considering these divergences, we model a more
complicated weight factor wu in (16). The UEs with better
optimal value will get more weight in the aggregation process,
so the term Γ will be less than those who just average local
parameter or those who just consider the data size of local
data. With a less Γ, we will get a better convergence bound.
Actually, we can consider Γ as a function of the aggregation
weight wu .
To derive our results, it is necessary to use the useful
lemmas as follow. The proofs of these lemmas can be seen
in the Appendix B.
Lemma 1 (Convergence of one step local training).
1
Assumptions 1 and 2 holds. If ηt ≤ 4L
, we have
E||θ t+1 − Θ∗ ||2 ≤ (1 − ηt µ)E||θ t − Θ∗ ||2 + ηt2 E||gt − ĝt ||2
X
+6Lηt2 κ + 2E
wu ||θ t − θtu ||2 ,
u∈U

(18)
∗

Q = [max(C u ), min(Lu ), max(Mu ), max(Eu ),
u

u

u

u

max(mu ), max(hu )].
u

(15)

u

The inputs of the BS consist of query Q, keys Ku with
dimension of dk , and values θtu . We calculate √
the dot products
of the query with all keys, divide each by dk , and use a
softmax function for obtaining the weights on the values. For
the weight factor wu , we have
QKT
wu = Attention(Q, Ku ) = sof tmax( √ u ), ∀u ∈ U. (16)
dk

where
the optimal global parameters and κ = F ∗ −
PU Θ is
∗
u=1 wu Fu which is the first term in Γ. With this lemma
holds, we can guarantee that the difference between the locally
trained parameters and the optimal parameters will not be too
large. Meanwhile, it also ensures that with the increase of
the number of training, the local parameters converge to the
optimal parameters.
Lemma 2 (Stability of local training sampling). If Assumption 3 holds, we can obtain
X
E||gt − ĝt ||2 ≤
wu2 σu2 .
(19)
u∈U

With this lemma holds, we can ensure the stability and
effectiveness of local training sampling. It means that we can
achieve the same optimal result as training with the all original
data.
Lemma 3 (Boundness of the aggregation parameter). If
Assumption 4 holds, ηt is non-increasing and ηt ≤ 2ηt+E for
all t ≥ 0. We have

X
u 2
(20)
E
wu ||θ t − θt || ≤ 4ηt2 (E − 1)2 G2 .
u∈U

With this lemma, we can guarantee the boundness of the
aggregation phase, which means that the difference between
the local parameters and aggregation parameters will decrease
as the training period increase. Finally, we can get stable
aggregation parameters.
Convergence Analysis: Let the AWFDRL algorithm terminate after T iterations and return ΘT as the global model. We
assume that T can be divisible by E so that we can always
get the output ΘT .
Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1 to 4 hold and L, µ, σu , G be
defined therein. Choose ϑ = max{8 L
µ , E} and the learning
2
rate η = µ(ϑ+t) . Then AWFDRL satisfies

1
E[F (ΘT )] − F ∗ ≤ H( ) 12LΓ + 16(E − 1)2 G2
T

(ϑ + 1)µ2
∗ 2
||Θ1 − Θ || ,
+
2
where

L
1
.
H( ) = 2
T
µ (ϑ + T )

(21)

(22)

Proof of Theorem 1: Please see the Appendix C.
In addition to the problem-related constants (L, µ, σu , G) in
(21), the two most important variables are E and Γ. Particularly E can control the convergence rate of the AWFDRL,
neither over-small nor over-large setting of E is good for
the convergence. Γ show the robustness of our model as we
set different weight coefficient wu . We can infer that as the
local training environment becomes more heterogeneous, the
difference among the models trained by different equipments
will become increasingly larger. Aggregating these various
levels of local model with equal weight will cause the goodperformance local model polluted by the poor-performance
model. With the attention weights in (16), we can improve the
model’s robustness Γ under heterogeneous training equipment
environment.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
AWFDRL framework based on simulation results.
A. Parameter Setting
For simulation purpose, we consider 10,000 contents in the
network, and the content sizes range from 5MB to 10MB.
The number of UEs varies from 100 to 450. Besides, we
set the cache sizes of each UE and BS as 300MB and 2GB

for default, respectively. Meanwhile, the cloud server stores
all the contents. Each UE runs a DRL agent with a twolayer neural network locally. We consider different scenarios
in terms of computing instances and data sizes of UEs by
deploying different replay memory capacities, ranging from
1000 to 2000. Moreover, for one aggregation step, different
UEs train different episodes which range from 100 to 200.
We consider the channel model as: the path loss (dB) is
36.8 + 36.7 log(d), where d is the distance in meter; the lognormal shadowing parameter and antenna gain is 7 dB and
5 dBi, respectively; the small-scale fading is Rayleigh fading
with unit variance. The channel bandwidth is 20 MHz and the
background noise power is -95 dBm. Besides, we set the replay
memory capacity as [1000,2000], aggregation step as 100,
local episode time as [100,200], mini-batch size [128,256],
learning rate as 0.05, and reward decay as 0.9. According to
the MZipf distribution [33], the content popularity is set with
the corresponding factors (τ, β) = (−0.95, 0.5), and shown in
Fig. 7(a).

B. Baseline Schemes and Performance Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the proposed AWFDRL
framework under different user preferences, we consider the
following baseline schemes as:
1) FIFO [9]: The earliest stored content is replaced by the
new one.
2) LRU [10]: The least recently used content is replaced by
the new one.
3) LFU [10]: The least frequently used content is replaced
firstly.
4) LFU with Dynamic Aging (LFUDA) [42]: A variant
of LFU that aims to address the cache pollution issue
by employing a cache age counter to punish the access
frequency of old contents.
5) Greedy Dual Size with Frequency (GDSF) [42]: Replace the content with the smallest key value for a certain
utility (cost) function. The utility function is calculated
based on the content size and access frequency.
6) Federated Averaging (FedAvg) [41]: Run the DQN
model in each UE and aggregate the local model with
aggregation weight calculated by data size during the
trainig process.
7) FedProx: [25] A generalization and re-parametrization of
FedAvg. It improves FedAvg by allowing the episode to
vary according to the characteristics of the network.
8) Optimal method (OPT) [37]: Evict the content which
has the largest next-access time. However, the OPT
algorithm is not implementable since it needs future
information in adavance.
To evaluate the schemes, we use the following performance
metrics as: 1) hit rate (satisfied by the local cache, D2D
sharing or BSs ); 2) average delay; and 3) traffic offload ratio
(satisfied by the local cache, D2D sharing or BSs ).

(a) Content popularity

(b) Line graph of attention weights

(c) Stack graph of attention weights

Fig. 7. Content popularity and the changes of different agents’ attention weights.

(a) Hit rate

(b) Average delay

(c) Traffic offload ratio

Fig. 8. Performance comparison in the case study.

C. Case Study
We give a simple case here to reveal the changes of
attention weights and model performance. In this case,
we consider four UEs, and set the experience pool sizes
of these UEs as [2000, 1500, 1500, 1500], the episode
numbers as [200, 150, 150, 100], and the batch sizes as
[256, 256, 128, 128].
Based on the parameter settings and (16), we can obtain
each UE’s attention weight in the aggregation phase. The
changes of different DRL agents’ attention weights are shown
in Fig. 7(b). During the training process, Agent 1 takes
the highest weight (around 28%) in the aggregation phase,
while Agent 4 takes the least weight (around 22%). It is
mainly because Agent 1 has the most powerful computing
capacity. Meanwhile, we can see that the results fluctuate
due to different sizes of the training data. In order to show
different weights intuitively, we also put them into a stack
graph as shown in Fig. 7(c) where the maximum value of
the y-coordinate is 1. From Fig. 7(c), we can see that the
blue part (Agent 1) is the widest and the red part (Agent 4)
is the narrowest, which means that Agent 1 has the greatest
impact on the global model. In Fig. 8, the solid line means
the average hit rate, average delay, traffic offload ratio of
all agents, respectively; the upper and lower boundaries of
the shadow region represent the maximum and minimum of
different indicators in different sub-graphs. We can see that
after 20 training rounds, all agents converge to a relative stable

hit rate (59%), average delay (1.55 second) and traffic offload
ratio (53%).
D. Effects of Different User Preferences
We consider Random and Gaussian preferences of users as
shown in Fig. 9. Particularly in Fig. 9(a), the user preference is
set randomly, which indicates that the user has no preference
for a specific content and would like to access all the contents.
In Fig. 9(b), we initialize a list based on the Gaussian distribution X ∼ N (1, 1) and then assign it as the user preferences
for contents to simulate that users prefer content 4500-6500.
Fig. 10 shows the effects of different user preferences on the
AWFDRL scheme and the aforementioned baseline schemes.
From Fig. 10(a)-(c), when users have random preferences,
the proposed AWFDRL scheme outperforms the first five
baseline schemes by the improvements of 10%-15%, 5080ms and 5%-18% in terms of hit rate, average delay and
traffic offload ratio, respectively. It is mainly because that
the proposed AWFDRL scheme chooses the evicted contents
more intelligently based on the user preference and global
content popularity. Meanwhile, our method also outperforms
other learning-based methods such as FedAvg and FedProx
in all performance metrics. Specially, as the cache size of
UEs increases, the input state size of the local DQN agent
also increases, which makes it hard to train and aggregate the
global model for simple FL methods like FedAvg. FedProx
improves FedAvg by allowing the agent to run the different

(a) Random preference

baseline schemes. Meanwhile, from Fig. 11(c), it is observed
that the traffic offload ratio increases along with the increase of
the number of UEs since the UEs have more desirable selected
nodes to fetch the requested contents. Moreover, when the
number of UEs is sufficiently large, the AWFDRL scheme
offloads 80% traffic in the network. From Fig. 11, AWFDRL
always outperforms FedAvg and FedProx in all performance
metrics. Moreover, the gap between AWFDRL and FedAvg
increases as the number of UEs increases. It is because when
there are a large number of UEs, the difference between
the various local models is very huge and aggregating these
various local models with simple weights calculated by data
size cannot get a well-performed global model.
F. Comparison of Different Training Methods

(b) Gaussian preference
Fig. 9. Random and Gaussian preferences of users.

numbers of local episodes. Actually, we can regard FedProx
as a special case of our proposed AWFDRL since we also take
the local episodes into the consideration when we aggregate
the global model. Moreover, compared with the OPT scheme,
AWFDRL has only a 10% loss gap of hit rate, 50ms gap of
average delay and 8% gap of traffic offload ratio. From Fig.
10(d)-(f), when users have Gaussian preferences, the proposed
AWFDRL scheme outperforms the first five baseline schemes
by the improvements of 10%-20%, 80-120ms and 5%-18%
in terms of hit rate, average delay and traffic offload ratio,
respectively. Also, the hit rate and traffic offload ratio are
larger whereas the average delay is less compared with those
with random preferences. That is mainly because the evicted
contents can be more easily chosen when the user preference
is known in advance. Besides, it is observed that the proposed
AWFDRL scheme greatly outperforms other schemes, which
can be explained by that the AWFDRL scheme can choose
the offload node based on the network state and UE state.
E. Effects of Different Numbers of UEs
Fig. 11 shows the performance comparison of different
caching schemes under different numbers of UEs. Here, the
number of UEs ranges from 100 to 450 (which is the maximum
value that a general 4G BS can serve simultaneously). From
Fig. 11(a), the proposed AWFDRL outperforms the first five
baseline schemes by the improvements of 10%-20% on hit rate
and has only a 5%-12% loss gap of hit rate compared with
OPT scheme. From Fig. 11(b), the proposed AWFDRL scheme
achieves the lowest average delay compared with all the

As the rewards C(sut , aut ) are calculated based on the D2D
sharing gain and content delay cost, the larger average reward
value is, the more traffic offload and the lower average delay
we will get during the training process. So we compare
AWFDRL, FedAvg and FedProx in term of average reward
under different episode numbers, experience pool sizes, batch
sizes and cache sizes, which shows the model performance
under different parameter settings. The corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. 12(a)-12(d). From Fig. 12(a),
as the episode number increases, the average reward in each
considered method increases since the training model is more
intelligent with a larger episode number. From Fig. 12(b),
when the experience pool size of the agent increases, the
average reward in each considered method also increases as
the agent can store more history transitions and learn more
from the history actions. Meanwhile, from Fig. 12(c), as the
batch size increases from 32 to 256, the agent gets more data
during the training process and gets more average reward.
However, it will take more time to finish the local training
phase with larger batch sizes and episode numbers. Besides,
from Fig. 12(d), when the user cache size increases, the
average reward in each considered method increases. It is
caused by the improvement of hit rate, average delay and
traffic offload. Particularly, it is observed that the AWFDRL
scheme always outperforms the baseline training methods on
the average reward under all user cache sizes and episode
numbers.
Moreover, to evaluate the model performance in different
heterogeneous environments, we compare AWFDRL, FedAvg
and FedProx in four cases. In each case, we consider four
UEs. In case 1, we set the same parameters (i.e., experience
pool size, episode number, batch size for all UEs) in these
two training methods. In case 2, we set different experience
pool sizes [2500, 2000, 2000, 1500] for the UEs. In case 3,
we set different experience pool sizes as the same in case
2, and different episode numbers [200, 150, 150, 100]. In case
4, we also set different batch sizes for different UEs as
[256, 256, 128, 128]. The simulation environment is increasingly heterogeneous from case 1 to case 4. The corresponding
simulation results are shown in Fig. 12(e). We can see that
as the simulation environment becomes increasingly heteroge-

Fig. 10. Performance comparison of different caching schemes under different user preferences.

Fig. 11. Performance comparison of different caching schemes under different numbers of UEs.

neous, the FedAvg method will get less average reward (0.267
in case 4). The Average Reward of FedProx is stable which is
about 0.27. However, compared with the others, the proposed
AWFDRL is less affected and achieves more average reward
(0.275 in case 4). Moreover, the proposed AWFDRL scheme
outperforms the FedAvg and FedProx methods in all four
cases, and the gaps between FedAvg and AWFDRL become
larger when the simulation environment tends to be more
heterogeneous. It is because that with the attention weights,
UEs with more powerful computing capacity in the AWFDRL
scheme can get larger weights in the aggregation phase; then
after the training, AWFDRL reduces the impacts of poorly

trained model on the global model and guarantees that the
global model can achieve the high average award. For instance,
Fig. 12(f) shows the training round average reward of case
4, and it demonstrates that during the training process, the
proposed AWFDRL achieves the faster convergence of average
reward (10 training rounds) than FedAvg (25 training rounds)
and FedProx (20 training rounds).
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the issue of D2Dassisted heterogeneous collaborative edge caching in mobile
networks, and formulated the problem of joint node selection

(a) Average reward in different episode numbers (b) Average reward in different experience pool
sizes

(d) Average reward in different cache sizes

(c) Average reward in different batch sizes

(e) Average reward in different cases

(f) Round Average reward of case 4

Fig. 12. Performance demonstration of average reward.

and cache replacement as an LT-MILP. In particular, we have
employed the DQN model to control the joint decision process
dynamically based on the network state and historical information. To efficiently solve this problem, we have proposed
the AWDFRL framework, an improved FL framework which
trains the DQN model in a distributed manner by keeping the
data in the local UEs while addressing the issue of the model
aggregation among heterogeneous UEs. Most importantly, we
have employed the attention mechanism to control the model
weights in the FL aggregation step, which can address the
imbalance issue of local model quality. We have derived
the expectation convergence of AWFDRL. Simulation results
have been presented to show that compared with the existing
schemes, the proposed AWFDRL framework can effectively
improve hit rate, reduce average delay and offload traffic.
Moreover, the proposed AWFDRL framework has been shown
to outperform the existing FL methods such as FedAvg and
FedProx in term of average reward, due to the attention
mechanism.
A PPENDIX
A. Definition
Let TE be the set of aggregation steps (TE = {nE|n =
1, 2, ...}). If t + 1 ∈ TE , the system run aggregation step.
Then we define

u
u f
θ
if t + 1 ∈
/ TE ,
u
Pt − ηt ∇Fuu(θt , Mu )
θt+1
=
w
θ
if
t
+
1
∈
TE .
u
t
u∈U
(23)

P
We define θ t = u∈U wu θtu for all t. If t ∈ TE , we can
get θ tP
= Θt , otherwise, we cannot get
have
P θ t . Moreover, wef
ĝt = u∈U wu ∇Fu (θtu ) and gt = u∈U wu ∇Fu (θtu , M
u ).
Therefore, θ t+1 = θ t − ηt gt and Egt = ĝt .
B. Proof of Lemma
1) Proof of Lemma 1: Notice that we have θ t+1 = θ t −
ηt gt , then
||θ t+1 − Θ∗ ||2

= ||θ t − ηt gt − Θ∗ − ηt ĝt + ηt ĝt ||2
= ||θ t − Θ∗ − ηt ĝt ||2 +ηt2 ||ĝt − gt ||2
{z
}
|
A1

+ 2ηt hθ t − Θ∗ − ηt ĝt , ĝt − gt i .
{z
}
|
A2

(24)
Note that EA2 = 0. We next focus on bounding of A1 .
Again we split A1 into three terms as
||θ t −Θ∗ −ηt ĝt ||2 = ||θ t −Θ∗ ||2 −2ηt hθ t − Θ∗ , ĝt i + ηt2 ||ĝt ||2 .
|
{z
} | {z }
B1

B2

(25)
From the L-smoothness of Fu (·), if follows
||∇Fu (θtu )||2 ≤ 2L(Fu (θtu ) − Fu∗ ).
By the convexity of || · ||2 and (26), we have
PU
B2 = ηt2 ||ĝt ||2 ≤ ηt2 u=1 wu ||∇Fu (θtu )||2
PU
≤ 2Lηt2 u=1 wu (Fu (θtu ) − Fu∗ ).

(26)

(27)

Note that
B1

=

PU
−2ηt u=1 wu hθ t − θtu , ∇Fu (θtu )i
PU
−2ηt u=1 wu hθtu − Θ∗ , ∇Fu (θtu )i.

(28)

Therefore, we have

P
C = ϑt
wu ηt L(Fu (θ t ) − Fu∗ ) +
u∈U

1
||θ t − θtu ||2 + ηt ||∇Fu (θtu )||2 .
ηt
(29)
Based on the µ-strong convexity of fi (·), we obtain

= ||θ t − Θ∗ − ηt ĝt ||2
P
≤ ||θ t − Θ∗ ||2 + 2Lηt2 u∈U wu (Fu (θtu ) − Fu∗ ) 
P
+ηt u∈U wu η1t ||θ t − θtu ||2 + ηt ||∇Fu (θtu )||2

PU
−2ηt u=1 wu Fu (θtu ) − Fu (Θ∗ ) + µ2 ||θtu − Θ∗ ||2
P
= (1 − µηt ) u∈U wu ||θ t − Θ∗ ||2
P
+ u∈U wu ||θ t − θtu ||2 + C,
(31)
P
∗
2
u
)
−
)
−
F
where
C
=
4Lη
w
(F
(θ
u
u
u
t
t
u∈U
P
2ηt u∈U wu (Fu (θtu ) − Fu (Θ∗ )).
Then we need to find the bound of C. We define ϑt =
1
2ηt (1 − 2Lηt ). Since ηt ≤ 4L
, ηt ≤ ϑt ≤ 2ηt . Then we can
divide C into two terms as
C

∗
u
= −2ηt (1
P− 2Lηt ) u∈U∗ wu (Fu∗(θt ) − Fu )
+2ηt P u∈U wu (Fu (Θ ) − Fu )
= −ϑt
wu (Fu (θtu ) − F ∗ )
u∈U
P
+(2ηt − ϑt )
wu (F ∗ − Fu∗ )
u∈U
X
= −ϑt
wu (Fu (θtu ) − F ∗ ) +4Lηt2 κ.

P

(32)

u∈U

|

{z

}

D

= ||θ t − Θ∗ − ηt ĝt ||2
P
≤ (1 − µηt )||θ t − Θ∗ ||2 + 2
wu ||θtu − θ t ||2 +
u∈U

6Lηt2 κ.

(35)
Using (35) and taking expectation on both sides of (24),
we can erase the randomness from stochastic gradients. The
whole proof is complete.
2) Proof of Lemma 2: If Assumption 3 holds, the variance
2
of the stochastic gradients in UE
w u is bounded by σu ,
w
P
fu ) −
then we have E||gt − ĝt ||2 = Ew
wu (∇Fu (θtu , M
w
u∈U
w2
w
P 2
fu ) − ∇Fu (θtu )||2 ≤
wu E||∇Fu (θtu , M
∇Fu (θtu ))w
w =
u∈U
P 2 2
wu σu .
u∈U

3) Proof of Lemma 3: Since AWFDRL requires information
exchange every E steps. Therefore, for any t ≥ 0, there exists
a t0 ≤ t, such that t − t0 ≤ E − 1 and θtu0 = θ t0 for all u =
1, 2, ..., U . Also, we use the fact that ηt is non-increasing
and
P
ηt ≤ 2ηt for all t − t0 ≤ E − 1, then we have
wu E||θ t −
u∈UP
P
θtu ||2 =
wu E||(θtu − θ t0 ) − (θ t − θ t0 )||2 ≤
wu (E −
u∈U

u∈U

1)2 ηt2 G2 ≤ 4ηt2 (E − 1)2 G2 .

C. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Let ∆t = E||θ t −Θ∗ ||2 . With Lemmas 1-3, we have
∆t+1 ≤ (1 − ηt µ)∆t + ηt2 H(Γ, E),
2

wu (Fu (θtu ) − F ∗ )

=

u∈U

≥

wu (Fu (θtu ) − Fu (θ t ))
u∈UP
+
wu (Fu (θ t − F ∗ ))
u∈U
P
u
wu h∇Fu (θ t ), θ t − θ t i
P

u∈U
∗
+(F (θ t ) −
 F )
P
≥ −
wu ηt L(Fu (θ t ) − Fu∗ )
u∈U

1
u
2
+ 2ηt ||θt − θ t || + (F (θ t ) − F ∗ ),

(33)
where these two inequality are derived from the convexity of
Fu (·), and from (26) and AM-GM inequality, respectively.

− θ t ||

(34)
where in the last inequality,
we
utilize
the
following
facts:
(1)
P
ηt L − 1 ≤ − 34 ≤ 0 and u∈U wu (Fu (θ t ) − Fu∗ ) = F (θ t ) −
ϑt
F ∗ ≥ 0 (2) κ ≥ 0 and 4Lηt2 +ϑt ηt L ≤ 6ηt2 L and (3) 2η
≤ 1.
t
By substituting C into A1 , we get

To bound the term D, we have
P



u∈U

µ
−2hθtu −Θ∗ , ∇Fu (θtu )i ≤ −(Fu (θtu )−Fu (Θ∗ ))− ||θtu −Θ∗ ||2 .
2
A1
(30)
Based on (25), (26), (28), (29), (30), we have
A1

2

−ϑt (F (θ t ) − F ∗ ) + 4Lηt2 κ
P
= ϑt (ηt L − 1)
wu (Fu (θ t ) − Fu∗ )
u∈U
ϑt P
wu ||θtu − θ t ||2
+(4Lηt2 + ϑt ηt L)κ + 2η
t
u∈U
P
≤ 6Lηt2 κ +
wu ||θtu − θ t ||2 ,

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and AM-GM inequality, we
have
− 2hθ t − θtu , ∇Fu (θtu )i ≤

1
u
2ηt ||θt

(36)

2

where H(Γ, E) = 6LΓ + 8(E − 1) G .
β
for some β ≥ µ1 and
For a diminishing step size, ηt = t+ϑ
1 1
ϑ ≥ 0 such that η1 ≤ min{ µ , 4L } and ηt ≤ 2ηt+E . We will
2

H(Γ,E)
v
prove ∆t ≤ ϑ+t
where v = max{ β βµ−1
, (ϑ + 1)∆1 }.
We prove it by induction. At first, the definition of v
guarantees that it holds for t = 1. When the conclusion also
holds for time slot t, we have

∆t+1

2
≤ (1
 − ηt µ)∆
t + ηt H(Γ, E)
β 2 H(Γ,E)
βµ
v
≤
1 − t+ϑ
t+ϑ + (t+ϑ)2


β 2 H(Γ,E)
βµ−1
t+ϑ−1
= (t+ϑ)2 v + (t+ϑ)2 − (t+ϑ)2 v ≤

v
t+ϑ+1 .

(37)

Then by considering the strong convexity of F (·), we have
E[F (θ t )] − F ∗ ≤
Specifically, if choosing β =
E[F (θ t )] − F ∗

L v
L
∆t ≤
.
2
2 ϑ+t

(38)

2
µ,

1
we have ηt = µ2 ϑ+t
and


· 4H(Γ,E)
+
(ϑ
+
1)∆
2
1
µ

≤

L
2(ϑ+t)

≤

L
µ2 (ϑ+t) (2H(Γ, E)

+

ϑ+1
2 ∆1 ),

(39)
where θ t is ΘT in (21) when the algorithm terminates.
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